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Let Y” be a variety of groups. .4 group G is said to be almost 7‘-free ifevery 
subgroup of G that can be generated byfewer elements than the cardinality of G is 
contained ina V-free subgroup. It is shown in this paper that if Y‘ is a variety in
which there is a finite non-abelian simple group, then there are for each positive 
integer n,2a* almost V-free groups of cardinality K,. i(‘ 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a variety of groups. A group G is said to be almost V-free if 
every subgroup of G that can be generated byfewer elements than the car- 
dinality ofG is contained ina V-free subgroup. This paper is in spirit a 
continuation of [ 11, although it is notationally self-contained a d can be 
read independently provided the reader is prepared to take some things on 
trust. For concepts not explained below, the reader is referred to[ 11. 
In [ 1 ] the concept of a filtered presentation of rank I in a variety Y-of 
groups was introduced, andthe theorem (Theorem 4of [ 11) proved that in 
any 9’” a filtered presentation of rank 1 can be used to construct a filtered 
presentation of rank A+, the next largest cardinal. As an application t was 
shown how to obtain a filtered presentation of rank K,, and hence one of 
rank K, (n < w) in any torsionfree V. It follows from this that here are 2’” 
almost V-free groups of rank K, for 0 <n CO. 
An examination fthe structure of this application leads us in this paper 
to a weakening of the concept of filtered presentation which still a lows a
useful version of the construction theorem to hold. Using this theorem, we 
then show that there are varieties with torsion in which there are 2’” 
almost free groups of rank N,, for each n, 0 < n < o. This gives a partial 
answer to a question raised in [ 11: in which varieties arethere non-free 
almost-free groups? 
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WEAKLY FILTERED PRESENTATIONS 
Let V be a variety and I a regular infinite cardinal. A filtered presen- 
tation in Y of rank ,I is a commutative diagram: 
R,- F,- A, P, n, 
DIAGRAM 1 
where i <j < CO, and in which the following hold: 
(Pl) R and F and V-free of rank 1; R, and Fi are Y-free of smaller 
rank and rv, rj*, rii, fj*, and pi are the canonical embeddings of free factors; 
(P2) Ai and A are the quotients ofFi and F, respectively, by the nor- 
mal closures ofRi and R, respectively, rci and rc are the corresponding 
canonical projections, and av and aj* are the induced maps; 
(P3) av and aj. are embeddings; 
(P4) for each limit ordinal 6 < 1, Rd, F6, and A6 are the colimits of
the directed systems of the rij, fii and av (i <j < a), respectively; R, F,and A 
are the colimits ofthe corresponding I-directed systems; 
(P5) there is no embedding eof F into a Iv-free group H such that 
both e(F) and pe(R) are V-free factors ofH; and 
(P6) A is not -Y--free. 
This is equivalent tothe definition given in [ 11, but the language is dif- 
ferent. The idea is to use a presentation of A that can be filtered by smaller 
presentations. Thisis not quite what we do; it is important that R and the 
Ri be free, so we do not require that they be normal as well, because in 
some varieties normal subgroups cannot be free, except rivially. None- 
theless, we shall call presentations diagrams uch as the following, in which 
F is V-free, p is an embedding and A is isomorphic tothe quotient ofF by 
the normal closure of p(R), with 7c the canonical projection: 
R-F-A P n 
DIAGRAM 2 
Let us note the following lemma, which provides simplifications at a few 
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points of [ 11. In the language of that paper, the conclusion fthe lemma 
would be expressed as“p is an ff-block.” 
LEMMA 1. For uny variety V of groups, in the presentation of 
Diagram 2, if A is not V-free, then (P5) holds. 
ProoJ Suppose not. Then there is a free group H such that p(R) is a 
free factor of FFH, where * denotes the free product in -Y-. If N is the nor- 
mal closure of p(R) in F*H, then it is easy to see that A*H and (F*H)/N 
are isomorphic. (This is lemma 7 of [ 11.) Since p(R) is a free factor of 
FCH, (F*H)/N is free, whereas A*H is not free. This is a contradiction. 1 
This means of course that condition (P5) is redundant. 
In order to provide a filtered presentation of rank o in a torsion-free 
variety “Y-, we considered in[l] such a presentation n Gps, the variety of
all groups, and then applied the “Y-isation” functor (which sends G to its 
quotient by the verbal subgroup corresponding to V), checking that the 
image was a filtered presentation n Y. Denote the Y-isation functor by I’. 
Then V is left adjoint to the inclusion fV into Gps, so preserves colimits, 
hence free factors (and their canonical embeddings) and coequalisers. Since 
projections to quotients are coequalisers, it follows that applying V to a 
filtered presentation n Gps as in Diagram 1 creates a diagram in which the 
images atisfy-with appropriate changes- (PI ), (P2), and (P4). For the 
particular presentation given in Section 4 of [ 11, it was possible tocheck 
directly that he other properties held, but in general one cannot expect o 
be able show that either (P3) or (P6) holds. It turns out, however, that in 
the proof of Theorem 4 of [ 1 ] the fact hat the aV are embeddings is not 
used. Accordingly, we may weaken the notion of filtered presentation and
still have what we need. 
A weakly filtered presentation of rank EL in Y is a diagram such as 
Diagram 1 in which (Pl), (P2), (P4), and (P6) hold. From the remarks 
above, we see that we have established: 
THEOREM 1. Let V be a variety of groups and i a regular infinite car- 
dinal. If there is in Y a weakly filtered presentation ofrank 1, then there is in 
Y a filtered presentation frank 1+. 
The fact hat the theorem constructs a filtered presentation, a d not 
merely a weakly filtered presentation, is important because from the fact 
that (P3) holds one sees immediately that the group given by the new 
presentation (corresponding to A in Diagram 1) is almost V-free; this of 
course is the point of the exercise. Hence if we can find in V” a weakly 
filtered presentation of rank CO, we can construct non-free almost V-free 
groups of rank K, for O<n CO. 
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CONSTRUCTION AND MAIN THEOREM 
We work initially in Gps. Let F be free on {xi: i< w } and for each i < w, 
let Fi be the subgroup generated by {x0, x1,..., x~~+~}, and let Ri be the 
subgroup generated by {xi[xy+,, x~~+~]-~: O<j<i}. Then R,< Fi. Let 
Ni be the normal closure of Ri in Fi, and put Ai= Fi/Ni. 
Take rii, fii and pi to be the inclusions and let 7ci and aU be the induced 
maps. 
LEMMA 2. The groups and homomorphisms just defined satisfy (Pl), 
(P2), and (P4). 
ProojI Only (Pl) needs checking. Since Fj is free of rank 2i + 3, and 
since 
is a generating set consisting of 2i + 3 elements, itfollows from the Hopf 
property of Gps that his et is a basis of Fi. Hence Ri is a free factor of F, 
and (PI) follows. 1
It is not hard to see directly that in addition (P3) and (P6) hold, and 
hence that he construction produces in Gps a filtered presentation. We do 
not check this here because, asremarked before, wecannot make (P3) hold 
in general after V-isaton (and in any case do not require it), while (P6) 
follows from 
LEMMA 3. If Y is any variety, the ?‘“-isations f the groups and 
homomorphisms just defined form a weakly filtered presentation frank co, 
provided that VA is not trivial. 
ProoJ By Lemma 2 and the fact hat hese properties are preserved by
V-isation, (Pl), (P2), and (P4) hold. To see that (P6) holds, note that 
since A can be generated bycommutators, the same is true of VA. Hence 
the abelianisation of VA is trivial. Suppose VA is V-free on k generators 
(0 <k < w). Then the abelianisation of VA is the direct sum of k copies of 
VZ, where Z denotes the infinite cyclic group, and this is not trivial. 1 
We note that in soluble varieties, forexample, VA is trivial. The next 
lemma provides some examples in which VA is not trivial. 
LEMMA 4 (KovBcs). Zf Y contains a finite non-abelian simple group, 
then VA is not trivial. 
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Proof. Let S be a finite non-abelian simple group in Y. Define a 
sequence of subsets of S by induction asfollows: 
S,=S, 
S k+l={CX~Yl:x~Y~Sk~. 
Since Sk 2 S,, i, the sequence must terminate. We cannot have 
sn+sn+t= { 1 }, because then the subgroup generated by S,, which is 
clearly normal, is abelian and nontrivial. Thus the terminal member T 
satisfies 
We construct a nontrivial homomorphism of VA into S as follows. Take 
t, E T, t, # 1, and t,, t, E T such that t, = [t,, t2]. Now choose t,, t, E T 
such that t, = [t3, t4] and so on. Then Vrc(x;) H tj induces the required 
homomorphism. 1 
This means that we have established 
THEOREM 2. Zf Y is a variety in which there is a finite non-abelian simple 
group, then there is for each n, 0 < n -C w, an almost V-free group of rank N, 
which is not V-free. 1 
Arguing as in Section 5 of [ 11, we can see that for such a Ythere are 2Xn 
almost V-free groups in -lr or rank Et,, which are LmNn-equivalent to a
V-free group. 
Of course the condition V in this theorem is used only to show that 
VA is not trivial. If this could be seen by other means, then the conclusion 
of the theorem would hold for such a variety too. The point of the con- 
dition is that it allows Y to be a variety with torsion, and thus extends the 
result of [ 11. 
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